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Richard Allan
Former Visiting Fellow

 Richard Allan is a member of the Information Select Committee and the Liaison Committee of the
House of Commons. He speaks and writes on a range of technology related subjects, including
the development of e-democracy and e-government.

Website

Richard was born in She�eld in 1966. He was elected as Liberal Democrat MP for She�eld
Hallam in May 1997, and held the seat in 2001 with an increased majority. He has a BA in
Archaeology and Anthropology from Pembroke College, Cambridge and an MSc in Information
Technology from Bristol Polytechnic. He worked as a Field Archaeologist in Britain, France and
the Netherlands from 1984-85, and in Ecuador from 1988-89. Prior to his election he worked for
the National Health Service from 1991-7, developing information systems to support primary
health care. He is a member of Amnesty International and of local groups the Hallamshire
Historic Buildings Society and Friends of the Porter Valley. He was Chairman of the Information
Select Committee of the House of Commons from 1998 to 2001. He was a member of the Home
Affairs Select Committee from 1997-8 and of the Employment Select Committee from 2000-1.

Richard is currently a member of the Information Select Committee and the Liaison Committee of
the House of Commons. He is on the Board of the Parliamentary O�ce of Science and
Technology and a trustee of the Industry and Parliamentary Trust. He is also an unpaid Director of
She�eld City Trust, a charitable company that runs the major She�eld sporting and
entertainment venues. Richard is active in several All Party Groups, including the Internet Group,
the Latin America Group, the Colombia Group and the Modernisation Group. Richard is the Liberal
Democrat Spokesman on Information Technology. He speaks and writes regularly on a broad
range of technology related subjects and takes a particular interest in the development of e-
democracy and e-government.

Positions held at the OII

Visiting Fellow, October 2004 – October 2005

http://www.richardallan.org.uk/
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People

 The OII employs academic research and teaching staff with expertise spanning a wide range of
interrelated social, economic, political, legal, industrial, technical and ethical issues of the Internet.
Press members wishing for comments on stories can contact the OII Press O�cer at:
press@oii.ox.ac.uk, telephone: +44 (0)1865 287237.

Directorate

Professor Philip Howard
Director, Professor of Internet Studies

Philip N. Howard is the Director of the OII. He is a professor of
sociology, information and international affairs. He is the author,
most recently, of Pax Technica: How the Internet of Things May Set
Us Free or Lock Us Up.

Email:
philip.howard@oii.ox.ac.uk

Dr Victoria Nash
Deputy Director, Policy and Research Fellow

Victoria Nash is the OII's Deputy Director and Policy and Research
Fellow. She focuses on linking OII research to policy and practitioner
communities.

Email:
victoria.nash@oii.ox.ac.uk

Tel: +44 (0)1865 287231

Professor Andrew Przybylski
Associate Professor, Senior Research Fellow and Director of
Research

Professor Przybylski is an experimental psychologist and Director of
Research at the OII. His work is mainly concerned with applying
psychological models of motivation and health to study how people
interact with virtual environments.

Email:
andy.przybylski@oii.ox.ac.uk

Tel: +44 (0)1865 287230

Professor Greg Taylor
Associate Professor, Senior Research Fellow, Director of Graduate
Studies
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Greg's research focuses on the microeconomics of marketplaces
that exist on, or are mediated by the Internet.

Email:
greg.taylor@oii.ox.ac.uk

Tel: +44 (0)1865 287201

Faculty

Dr Mohammad Amir Anwar
Researcher

Amir’s research focus is on the political economy of neoliberal
globalisation in the Global South, mainly in India and Africa, with a
particular interest on the growth of knowledge economy in Sub-
Saharan Africa and its developmental impacts.

Email:
mohammad.anwar@oii.ox.ac.uk

Dr Grant Blank
Survey Research Fellow

Grant Blank's work focuses on the social and cultural implications of
the Internet and new media, quantitative and qualitative methods,
and cultural sociology. He teaches on the OII social statistics
courses.

Email:
grant.blank@oii.ox.ac.uk

Tel: +44 (0)1865 612336

Liliana Bounegru
Postdoctoral Researcher

Liliana Bounegru is a new media, digital methods and digital
journalism researcher and a postdoctoral research fellow at the
Oxford Internet Institute, University of Oxford.

Email:
liliana.bounegru@oii.ox.ac.uk

Dr Fabian Braesemann
Data Scientist

Dr Fabian Braesemann is Data Scientist at the OII working on the
Geonet and Big Data and Human Development projects. His
research interest is on the application of data mining techniques on
data sources like Web of Science, Twitter or Wikipedia.

Email:
fabian.braesemann@oii.ox.ac.uk
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Dr Jonathan Bright
Senior Research Fellow

Jonathan Bright is a political scientist specialising in computational
and ‘big data’ approaches to the social sciences.

Email:
jonathan.bright@oii.ox.ac.uk

Tel: +44 (0)1865 287233

Dr Christopher Burr
Postdoctoral Researcher

Christopher Burr is a philosopher of cognitive science. His research
explores how digital technologies have reshaped our understanding
of wellbeing and the new opportunities and risks that these
technologies pose for human �ourishing.

Email:
christopher.burr@oii.ox.ac.uk

Tel: 01865 287225

Chico Camargo
Postdoctoral Researcher in Data Science

Chico Camargo is a Postdoctoral Researcher in Data Science. He
develops and applies computational tools to study collective human
behaviour, focusing on public opinion dynamics and human mobility.

Email:
chico.camargo@oii.ox.ac.uk

Jamie Cameron
Research Assistant

Jamie Cameron uses 3D imaging to support museum learning
through the online education platform 'Cabinet'.

Email:
jamie.cameron@oii.ox.ac.uk

Greetje (Gretta) Corporaal
Postdoctoral Researcher

Dr. Gretta Corporaal is a Sociologist of Work and Organizations at
the Oxford Internet Institute, specializing in online labor platforms
and the future of work and organizations in the digital economy.

Email:
gretta.corporaal@oii.ox.ac.uk
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Tel: +44 (0)1865 287210

Dr Huw C. Davies
Researcher

Huw's interests and projects can be broadly described as digital
sociology - the study of how society shapes technology and vice
versa.

Email:
huw.davies@oii.ox.ac.uk

Tel: 01590 616995

Dr Martin Dittus
Data Scientist

Researcher and data scientist in social computing. Mass-
participation platforms, large-scale data analysis and visualisation,
community engagement and crowdsourcing, social implications of
emerging technologies.

Email:
martin.dittus@oii.ox.ac.uk

Dr Kathryn Eccles
Research Fellow

Kathryn Eccles has research interests in the impact of new
technologies on Humanities scholarship, and the re-organisation of
cultural heritage and higher education in the digital world.

Email:
kathryn.eccles@oii.ox.ac.uk

Tel: +44 (0)1865 612338

Professor Rebecca Eynon
Senior Research Fellow and Associate Professor

Rebecca Eynon's research focuses on learning and the Internet, and
the links between digital and social exclusion.

Email:
rebecca.eynon@oii.ox.ac.uk

Tel: +44 (0)1865 287206

Professor Luciano Floridi
Professor of Philosophy and Ethics of Information and Director of
the Digital Ethics Lab
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t e g ta t cs ab

Luciano Floridi‘s research areas are the philosophy of Information,
information and computer ethics, and the philosophy of technology.

Email:
luciano.�oridi@oii.ox.ac.uk

Tel: +44 (0)1865 287202

Dr Nicolas Friederici
Postdoctoral Researcher

Nicolas studies digital entrepreneurship and collaborative innovation
in challenging environments, such as low-income and post-con�ict
countries in Africa.

Email:
nicolas.friederici@oii.ox.ac.uk

Tel: +44 (0)1865 6 16996

Dr Bharath Ganesh
Researcher

Bharath is a political geographer focusing on data science and local
government and the ethics and politics of researching violent online
extremism.

Email:
bharath.ganesh@oii.ox.ac.uk

Tel: +44 (0) 1865 612342

Dr Andrew Graham
Senior Fellow, Founder

Andrew Graham is the former Master of Balliol College, University of
Oxford. He was the driving force in establishing the OII, and its Acting
Director until July 2002. From 2001 to 2011 he was the founding
Chairman of the OII's Advisory Board.

Professor Mark Graham
Professor of Internet Geography

Mark Graham is a geographer that focuses on economic
development, labour, power, participation, and representation.

Email:
mark.graham@oii.ox.ac.uk

Tel: +44 (0)1865 287203

Dr Scott A. Hale
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Dr Scott A. Hale
Senior Data Scientist and Research Fellow, Programme Director of
the MSc in Social Data Science

Dr Scott A. Hale is a Senior Data Scientist & Research Fellow, Social
Data Science Programme Director, and Turing Fellow. He develops
and applies computer science techniques to the social sciences
focusing on bilingualism, UX, mobilization, and mobility.

Email:
scott.hale@oii.ox.ac.uk

Dr Bernie Hogan
Senior Research Fellow

Bernie Hogan examines how to capture, represent and think about
social networks, especially personal social networks. His work
focuses on the role of design in social media, network capture
techniques and theories of relationships.

Email:
bernie.hogan@oii.ox.ac.uk

Tel: +44 (0)1865 287198

Dr Otto Kässi
Researcher

Otto Kässi is a labour economist with a background in econometrics.
His research concentrates on empirical study of online labour
markets.

Email:
otto.kassi@oii.ox.ac.uk

Tel: +44 (0)1865 280793

Professor Vili Lehdonvirta
Associate Professor and Senior Research Fellow

Vili Lehdonvirta is an Associate Professor and Senior Research
Fellow at the Oxford Internet Institute. He is an economic sociologist
who examines how digital technologies are shaping the organization
of economic activities in society.

Email:
vili.lehdonvirta@oii.ox.ac.uk

Tel: +44 (0) 745 6420012

Mimie (Dimitra) Liotsiou
Researcher

Mimie is a researcher on the Computational Propaganda project at
the OII. Her research interests include online social in�uence, causal
inference computational social science and data science
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inference, computational social science, and data science,
particularly using real-world data of online interactions.

Email:
mimie.liotsiou@oii.ox.ac.uk

Professor Helen Margetts
Professor of Society and the Internet

Helen Margetts is Professor of Society and the Internet, a political
scientist specialising in digital government and politics. She was
Director of the OII from 2011-18.

Email:
helen.margetts@oii.ox.ac.uk

Tel: +44 (0)1865 287207

Professor Viktor Mayer-Schönberger
Professor of Internet Governance and Regulation

Viktor Mayer-Schönberger is the OII's Professor of Internet
Governance and Regulation. His research focuses on the role of
information in a networked economy.

Email:
viktor.ms@oii.ox.ac.uk

Tel: +44 (0)1865 287232

Dr Graham McNeill
Researcher

Graham's research focuses on network science and visualization. He
is particularly interested in geospatial and temporal networks.

Email:
graham.mcneill@oii.ox.ac.uk

Tel: +44 (0)1865 287303

Professor Eric T. Meyer
Senior Fellow

Eric T. Meyer is a Senior Fellow of the Oxford Internet Institute. His
research looks at the changing nature of knowledge creation in
science, medicine, social science, arts, and humanities as
technology is embedded in everyday practices.

Email:
eric.meyer@oii.ox.ac.uk

Tel: +44 (0)1865 287218
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Dr Silvia Milano
Postdoctoral Researcher

Silvia Milano is a Postdoctoral Researcher at the OII Digital Ethics
Lab where she works on the ethics of Arti�cial Intelligence.

Email:
silvia.milano@oii.ox.ac.uk

Dr Brent Mittelstadt
Research Fellow & British Academy Postdoctoral Fellow

Brent Mittelstadt is a philosopher specialising in data ethics in
relation to algorithms, machine learning, arti�cial intelligence,
predictive analytics, Big Data, and medical expert systems.

Email:
brent.mittelstadt@oii.ox.ac.uk

Tel: +44 (0)1865 287221

Dr Vidya Narayanan
Researcher

Vidya recently joined the Oxford Internet Institute, as a post doctoral
researcher in the Computational Propaganda Project.

Email:
vidya.narayanan@oii.ox.ac.uk

Professor Gina Neff
Associate Professor, Senior Research Fellow, Programme Director
of the DPhil in Information, Communication and the Social
Sciences

Professor Neff is a sociologist who studies innovation, the digital
transformation of industries, and how new technologies impact
work. She has studied digital change in the media, health care, and
construction industries.

Email:
gina.neff@oii.ox.ac.uk

Tel: +44 (0)1865 612778

Dr Myrto Pantazi
Postdoctoral Researcher

Myrto is a social psychologist with a background in
psycholinguistics. She uses experimental methods to study social
cognition. She is particularly interested in how people process and
validate information as well as in their (conspiracy) beliefs.

Email:
myrto pantazi@oii ox ac uk
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Laura Pinkerton
Research Assistant

Laura Pinkerton is a social theorist. She uses qualitative methods to
explore digital learning practices and computing education policy.

Email:
laura.pinkerton@oii.ox.ac.uk

Anne Ploin
Research Assistant

Anne works on the qualitative data side of the Creative Algorithmic
Intelligence project, exploring creative human/AI collaborations and
the automation potential of creative work.

Email:
anne.ploin@oii.ox.ac.uk

Tel: 01865 287239

Professor Ralph Schroeder
Programme Director of the MSc in Social Science of the Internet

Ralph Schroeder has interests in virtual environments, social aspects
of e-Science, sociology of science and tech, and has written
extensively about virtual reality technology. His current research is
related to digital media and right-wing populism.

Email:
ralph.schroeder@oii.ox.ac.uk

Tel: +44 (0)1865 287224

Dr Cohen R. Simpson
Research Fellow & British Academy Postdoctoral Fellow

Cohen is a sociologist specialising in the quantitative study of
human social networks. He has a particular interest in culture and
the determinants of network formation.

Email:
cohen.simpson@oii.ox.ac.uk

Dr Mariarosaria Taddeo
Research Fellow

Mariarosaria Taddeo's main research areas are information and
computer ethics, philosophy of information, philosophy of
technology, ethics of cyber con�icts and cybersecurity, and applied
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ethics.

Email:
mariarosaria.taddeo@oii.ox.ac.uk

Tel: +44 (0)1865 287049

Professor Bertrand Venard
Marie Skłodowska-Curie Fellow

Bertrand Venard is a Professor, Anti-Fraud and Cybersecurity Chair
Holder at Audencia Business School (France) & Marie Sklodowska-
Curie Fellow at Oxford University. He will work with Prof. Mayer-
Schönberger to understand the determinants of cybersecurity

Email:
bertrand.venard@oii.ox.ac.uk

Dr Sandra Wachter
Research Fellow

Dr. Sandra Wachter is a lawyer and Research Fellow (Asst. Prof.) in
Data Ethics, AI, robotics and Internet Regulation/cyber-security at the
Oxford Internet Institute.

Email:
sandra.wachter@oii.ox.ac.uk

Michel Wahome
Researcher

Michel Wahome researches the co-evolution of digital technologies,
practices, markets and institutions in the Global South.

Email:
michel.wahome@oii.ox.ac.uk

Tel: +44 1865 612326

Dr Ning Wang
Research Associate, Researcher

Ning Wang holds a joint position between the OII and Oxford's
Mathematical Institute. His work involves in the collection and
analysis of a big dataset tracking patterns of communication in
online social networks.

Email:
ning.wang@oii.ox.ac.uk

Dr Matt Willis
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Researcher

Dr. Willis is investigating the potential needs and uses of automation
technologies in NHS Primary Care, and how automation will shape
the future design of work in healthcare.

Email:
matthew.willis@oii.ox.ac.uk

Tel: 01 865 287213

Dr Alex J Wood
Researcher

Alex J. Wood is a sociologist of work and employment, focusing on
the changing nature of employment relations and labour markets. He
is currently researching worker voice, organisation and action in the
online gig economy.

Email:
alex.wood@oii.ox.ac.uk

Tel: +44 1865 612332

Dr Jamie Woodcock
Researcher

Jamie Woodcock is a sociologist of work, focusing on digital labour,
the gig economy, and resistance. He is currently involved in the
Fairwork Foundation, a project about online labour platforms.

Email:
jamie.woodcock@oii.ox.ac.uk

Dr Joss Wright
Senior Research Fellow

Joss Wright's research interests lie in cryptography, privacy-
enhancing technologies and anonymous communications. His
current research focuses on analysing Internet censorship, and data
anonymization.

Email:
joss.wright@oii.ox.ac.uk

Dr Taha Yasseri
Senior Research Fellow in Computational Social Science

Taha Yasseri has interests in analysis of large-scale transactional
data to understand human dynamics, government-society
interactions, mass collaboration, information and opinion dynamics.

Email:
taha.yasseri@oii.ox.ac.uk

Tel: +44 (0)1865 287229
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Ben Zevenbergen
DPhil Student, Research Assistant

Ben is an OII DPhil student and Research Assistant working on the
EU Internet Science project.

Email:
bendert.zevenbergen@oii.ox.ac.uk

Tel: +44 (0)1865 612339
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